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Loving Healing Press, United States, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.What if we shared planet Earth with other intelligent
species? What if inter-species communication were really possible? Seek out some answers in
Turtle Dolphin Dreams An extremely unusual work of fiction in which three creatures, a turtle, a
dolphin and a human link minds through dreams to bring a unique perception of the world. Most of
the narration is by the Turtle, via the human and Dolphin s voice comes through both turtle and
human, yet somehow this strange book hangs together and holds the reader s attention. Turtle
wonders why humans identify so closely with our family and friends that their every action affects
us, perhaps bringing deep joy or deep pain. Turtles view each life as an egg - overlapping and
separate. They have developed the ability to link thoughts with others of their kind during the
dream state of the annual hibernation. Somehow they recognise family and friend with whom they
have no real contact during the wakeful summer, other than the brief mating season. Eggs are laid
and left to hatch alone. The parents have no contact...
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Reviews
The ebook is straightforward in study better to comprehend. It really is simplistic but excitement within the 50 % of the book. I am happy to let you know
that here is the very best pdf i have got read during my very own existence and might be he greatest ebook for possibly.
-- Dr. Brannon Wolf
This book is indeed gripping and fascinating. It normally is not going to price a lot of. I am very easily will get a delight of reading a created pdf.
-- Albertha Cartwright
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